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In science, peer review is the oldest and best established method of assessing manuscripts, applications
for research fellowships and research grants. However, the fairness of peer review, its reliability and whether it
achieves its aim to select the best science and scientists has often been questioned. Here we present the first comprehensive study on committee peer review for the selection of doctoral (Ph.D.) and post-doctoral research fellowships.
We analysed the selection process of the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds, a foundation for the promotion of basic research in biomedicine, with regard to its reliability, fairness and predictive validity – the three quality criteria for
professional evaluations. We analysed a total of 2,697 applications, 1,954 for doctoral and 743 for post-doctoral fellowships. In 76% of the cases, the decision whether to award a scholarship or not was characterized by agreement between reviewers. Similar figures for reliability were reported for the grant selection processes of other major funding
agencies. With regard to fairness, we analysed whether potential sources of bias, i.e. gender, nationality, discipline
and institutional affiliation, could have influenced the decisions. For post-doctoral fellowships, no statistically significant influence of any of these variables could be observed. In applications for a doctoral fellowship, evidence of a
gender, discipline and institutional bias, but not of a nationality bias, was found. We therefore present some proposals for optimizing committee peer review.
The most important aspect of our study was to investigate the predictive validity of the process, i.e. whether the
Foundation achieves its aim to select the best young scientists. Our bibliometric analysis showed that this is indeed the
case and that the selection process is thus highly valid: research articles from Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds fellows are
cited considerably more often than the »average« publication in the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI, Philadelphia, PA, USA) journal sets »Multidisciplinary«, »Molecular Biology & Genetics«, and »Biology & Biochemistry«. These
sets include journals covering the research fields in which most of the fellows publish.
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• In science, peer review is one of the
oldest methods for the assessment of
grant applications, manuscripts submitted for publication in journals and
applicants for a research fellowship.
As »gatekeepers« of science, peers or
colleagues requested to evaluate applications or manuscripts should recommend only those that meet the
highest of scientific standards.
Polanyi(1) regards peer review as the
embodyment of the principle of mutual control, fostering judgements
with respect to the novelty, accuracy
and relevance of research results. Pro-

ponents of the system argue that it is
more effective than any other known
instrument for self-regulation in promoting the critical selection that is so
crucial to the evolution of scientific
knowledge.
The main points of criticism made
by opponents of peer review are that
(i) reviewers rarely agree whether or
not to recommend that a manuscript
be published or a research fellowship
be awarded. Thus, reliability of the
peer review process is said to be poor.
(ii) Reviewers’ recommendations are
frequently biased, i.e. judgements are

not solely based on scientific merit,
but are also influenced by personal attributes of the author, applicant, or reviewer himself. (iii) The process lacks
predictive validity, since there is little
or no relationship between the reviewers’ judgements and the subsequent usefulness of the work to the
scientific community, as reflected by
citations of the work in later scientific
papers(2).
The empirical research on peer review mainly dealt with the assessment of manuscripts(3-6) and grant applications(7-10). However, the selection
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Rating

Applications
for a doctoral
fellowship (n = 1,490)

Applications
for a post-doctoral
fellowship (n = 491)

Award

62

59

Maybe an award

17

19

No award

21

22

100

100

Total

TAB. 1: Ratings given by the external reviewers for applications for a doctoral and post-doctoral
fellowship (in per cent)

of post-graduate research fellowship
holders, i.e. doctoral (Ph.D.) students
and post-doctoral fellows, by committee peer review was given little attention. Some years ago, the Boehringer
Ingelheim Fonds*, a foundation for
the promotion of basic research in
biomedicine located in Heidesheim,
Germany, agreed to have an independent external evaluation of its selection procedure for doctoral and
post-doctoral research fellowships(11).
This evaluation study aimed to answer two questions: (i) does the peer
review system fulfil its declared objective to select the best young scientists? (ii) Is the main criticism raised
against peer review as outlined above
justified? Here we present the most
important results of our study, which
– analysing as it does a large data set
– is the most comprehensive study on
post-graduate fellowships published
to date. On the basis of our results, we
also propose measures for optimizing
committee peer review.
The data set on which the
evaluation is based

• The archive of the administrative
office of the Boehringer Ingelheim
Fonds contains the majority of the ap*

www.bifonds.de
Fröhlich(12) describes the selection process of the Boehringer Ingelheim
Fonds in detail.
*** Two experts of the Centre for Research on Higher Education and Work
(Kassel, Germany) independently rated afterwards all reviews on the
scale shown in table 1, since the reviewers themselves did not use a rating scale. The reliability of the experts’ ratings is very high (weighted
kappa coefficient = 0.96).
**** The interviewers used a rating scale.
**

plications for fellowships comprising
curriculum vitae, reviews, references,
appraisals, protocols of the decisionmaking Board meetings etc. All in all,
2,697 applications received by the
Foundation between 1985 and 2000
were available for analysis: 1,954 applications for a doctoral (72%), and
743 applications for a post-doctoral
research fellowship (28%). The number of applications for a post-doctoral
fellowship is much lower, since the
Foundation ceased to promote postdoctoral scientists in 1995.
The selection process of the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds

• Young scientists send their application to the administrative office (secretariat) of the Foundation, which ensures that the applicant and proposed
project fulfil the formal conditions
and that all required papers have
been submitted**. Once the formal criteria have been met, the office forwards each application to an independent external reviewer. On the basis of predetermined criteria, the reviewer assesses the applicant, his or
her proposed research project, and
the laboratory in which the project is
to be pursued, and recommends approval or rejection.
Table 1 shows the ratings given by
the external reviewers for applications received from 1985 to 2000***.
The reviewers recommended grants
(from the Foundation) for 62% of the
applications for a doctoral fellowship
and 59% of the applications for a

post-doctoral fellowship. In both
groups, about 20% of the applications
were rated »no award«.
In addition to the assessment by an
external reviewer, a member of the
Foundation’s staff examines the application, interviews the applicant
personally and submits a detailed report. The final overall rating of the interviewers reads as follows: (i) »definite award«, (ii) »award«, (iii) »maybe
an award« and (iv) »no award«****.
Table 2 shows the ratings of all applications for doctoral and post-doctoral
fellowships between 1985 and 2000.
In both groups, about 10% of the
applications were strongly recommended for an award and about 30%
were rated »award«. 29% of the applications for a doctoral and 38% of
the applications for a post-doctoral research fellowship were disapproved.
Finally, the applications, together
with the external reviews and reports
on the interview, are submitted to the
Board of Trustees, which consists of
seven internationally renowned scientists and is chaired by a representative of the donors. The Board convenes three times a year and – after a
detailed discussion of each individual
application – approves or rejects each
application accordingly. From 1985 to
2000, 25% of the applicants for a doctoral and about 20% of the applicants
for a post-doctoral research fellowship were successful. A comparison
of these percentages with the recommendations of the external reviewers
(Table 1) and those of the Foundation’s staff (Table 2) reveals that both
plead more frequently for approval
than the Board of Trustees. About
65% of those applications rated
»award« by the reviewers and about
50% of the applications rated »definite award« or »award« by the Foundation’s staff did not receive a research fellowship in the end.
In a study related to panel peer review of the National Science Foundation (Arlington, VA, USA), Klahr(13 p. 151)
presented similar results: ratings of
the ad hoc reviewers, i.e. the external
reviewers, »are more ›lenient‹ than
the panel ratings.« Klahr(13 p. 152) refers
to the following causes for the dis-
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Rating

Applications
for a doctoral
fellowship (n = 1,920)

Applications
for a post-doctoral
fellowship (n = 704)

Definite award

10

Award

33

27

Maybe an award

28

27

No award

29

38

100

100

Total

9

8

TAB. 2: Ratings given by the staff of the foundation for applications for a doctoral and post-doctoral
fellowship (in per cent)

First round

Second round

Third round

76% (n = 1,905)

16% (n = 394)

8% (n = 225)

Agreement

Disagreement

TAB. 3: Number of decisions made by the Board of Trustees in three rounds (in per cent; n = 2,524)

crepancies: »The ad hoc [the external]
reviewers may have more technical
proficiency, a better sense of what can
realistically be accomplished in the
area, and greater familiarity with the
track record of the principal investigator. However, the ad hoc reviewers
are at a disadvantage when it comes
to making a quantitative rating of the
proposal. First of all, they are generally unfamiliar with the ratings that
get translated into decisions. Second,
they do not have the same sense of
scarce resources that the panelists
do.« He recommends that external reviewers should primarily attend to
the concrete attributes and faults of
an application. They should also be
informed that their »final overall rating is not as important as their substantive comments«(13 p. 153).
Reliability, fairness and predictive
validity of the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds’ selection process

• The Board of Trustees of the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds has the
difficult task of assessing the scientific potential of the applicants as well
as their research proposals and to se-

lect the best young scientists. Within
the scope of the study, we investigated to what extent the Board was
able to do justice to this challenging
task between 1985 and 2000. The
committee peer review process of the
Foundation was examined with regard to the quality criteria for professional evaluations: reliability (i.e. is
the selection of research fellows reliable or is the result purely incidental?), fairness (i.e. are certain groups
of applicants favoured or at a disadvantage?) and predictive validity (i.e.
does the process fulfil the objective to
select the best young scientists?).
Reliability of committee peer
review

• Human decisions are classified as
reliable, when different persons come
to the same or similar conclusions. In
the analysis of reliability, the degree
of agreement between committee
members is determined.
The seven members of the Board of
Trustees decide on applications in
three rounds during each of the three
annual Board meetings. »›A‹ means
that the application is approved first

time around; ›A–‹ means that the application is put aside for the second
round; and an application which is
rated ›A-B‹ and below is dismissed. In
the second and, if necessary, third
round, the number of applications approved or dismissed depends on how
much funding is still available for the
session«(12). The Foundation’s secretariat states that the level of controversy in the Trustees’ discussion
whether to approve or reject an application increases with the number of
rounds. Thus, the round in which the
application is approved or dismissed
should reflect the extent of disagreement between the Trustees: in later
rounds, agreement tends to decrease,
i.e. disagreement increases. Table 3
shows that for 76% of the applications, the decisions of the trustees are
characterized by agreement, since
these applications are decided in the
first round. 24% of the applications
are decided under circumstances in
which disagreement more or less prevails.
To determine the extent of agreement or disagreement in the Board of
Trustees of the Boehringer Ingelheim
Fonds, we compared our results with
those of other studies. Hereby, we
have to consider that in other studies
the extent of agreement is not indirectly calculated by the decision
round, but directly by the level of
agreement between two or more reviewers’ ratings. For the assessment
of grant applications, the following
agreement coefficients are reported:
in the selection process of the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft
(Bonn, Germany), 82% of the reviewers’ ratings are identical(14). According
to Cicchetti(15), 68% of applications receive the same assessment in the peer
review system of the National Science
Foundation. Hodgson(16) calculated an
agreement rate of 73% for reviewers
of the Heart and Stroke Foundation
of Canada (Ottawa, Canada). Consequently, the extent of agreement between reviewers, and thus the reliability of the committee peer review
process of the Boehringer Ingelheim
Fonds, is similar to that of major
funding organizations.
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Criterion

»Typical« candidate

Age of applicant at first
university degree

26 years

Final grade

1.4 (1.0 = highest grade)

Mobility during education

one or more changes of universities

Recommendations

two letters of recommendation

The external reviewer

recommends an award

The staff of the foundation

recommends an award

Gender

male

Nationality

German

Discipline

biology

Institution where the research
project will be pursued

German university

Predicted probability for approval 50%
Predicted probability for rejection 50%

TAB. 4: A »typical« applicant for a doctoral fellowship. His chances are 50% to receive a fellowship.

Fairness of committee peer review

• Journal manuscripts or applications
for a fellowship are supposed to be
judged solely on the basis of their scientific merit, i.e. the scientific quality
of the results or the applicant’s academic achievements and the scientific quality of his/her project. Personal characteristics of authors or applicants, i.e. specific attributes, such
as applicants’ gender or nationality,
should not influence the procedure;
otherwise the fairness of the process
is at risk. In a review of the literature,
Ross(2) refers to 16 potential sources
of bias*, Owen(17) reports 25. Both
Wood et al.(10) and Pruthi et al.(18) list
ten potential sources of bias.
Within the scope of our study, we
investigated some of the most frequently discussed potential sources of
bias: applicant’s gender, nationality,
discipline and institutional affiliation,
i.e. the institution in which the research project is to be carried out. To

*

Bias is defined as the influence of variables reflecting something other
than the applicant’s scientific merit. Such variables could be applicant’s
age, gender, institutional affiliation, or research field.

identify the effect of every single potential source of bias, which could influence decisions of the Board of
Trustees, we used multiple logistic regression models(19) and the statistical
software package Stata(20). Such models are appropriate for the analysis of
dichotomous (or binary) responses.
Dichotomous responses arise when
the outcome is presence or absence of
an event(21 p. 98). In the case of the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds, the binary response is coded 1 for approval
and 0 for rejection of an application.
If more than one independent variable, i.e. applicant’s gender, nationality, discipline and institutional affiliation, was included in the logistic
model, regression coefficients were
estimated for all these variables and
tested for their significance.
The Foundation had information
on the applicant’s scientific achievements up to the date of their application. We could therefore include not
only the potential sources of bias as
independent variables into the statistical analyses, but also the scientific
performance of the applicants. We
could thus distinguish between the

influence of the latter and the potential sources of bias on the decisions of
the Board.
The scientific performance indicators essentially comprise the criteria
for approval and rejection of an application in the selection process of
the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds. (i)
For applicants for a doctoral fellowship: the applicant’s age at the time of
his final degree; his final grades; the
applicant’s mobility during education, the number of recommendation
letters as well as the votes of the external reviewers and members of the
Foundation’s staff. (ii) For applicants
for a post-doctoral research fellowship: the applicant’s age at the time of
receiving his Ph. D., his grades, the applicant’s mobility during education,
the number of letters of recommendation, the number of publications by
the time of application as well as the
votes of external reviewers and the
Foundation’s staff.
Logistic regression analysis of the
applications for a post-doctoral research fellowship showed that none
of the examined potential sources of
bias has a statistically significant influence on the decisions of the Board
of Trustees. With regard to applications for a doctoral fellowship, the applicant’s nationality did not statistically significantly affect the Board’s
decision. However, we detected a statistically significant influence of three
variables hypothesized as potential
biases: applicant’s gender, discipline
and intended institutional affiliation.
The results on the selection process of
the Foundation are therefore inconsistent: we found evidence for a gender, discipline and institutional bias
in judging applications for doctoral,
but not for post-doctoral fellowships.
No bias with respect to nationality
was found in either group.
To determine extent and direction
of the influence of gender, discipline
and intended institutional affiliation
on the Board’s decisions on doctoral
fellowship allocations, we calculated
the so-called predicted probabilities
of approval and rejection respectively
using Stata(20,22). For the probability
calculation, we first simulated a »typ-
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ical« applicant, based on the average
or most common features of all applicants for a doctoral fellowship. The
»typical« applicant completed his
university degree at the age of 26
with a final grade of 1.4 (best grade is
1.0). He attended more than one university during his education. In addition, he could submit two letters of
recommendation with his application. Both the external reviewer and
the Foundation’s staff recommended
him for an award. He is male, of German nationality and his first degree is
in biology. He will pursue his research project at a German university
(Table 4). This applicant’s chances of
receiving a scholarship are 50%, as
determined by the probability computation (Figure 1).
If the »typical« applicant is not
male, but female, the predicted probability of receiving a scholarship decreased from 50% to 33%. Figure 1
shows that the impact of the applicant’s discipline is still more important: if the applicant is not a biologist,
but a chemist, the probability of approval declined from 50% to 25%.
The opposite effect is observed for
the institution in which the research
project will be carried out: with regard to the decision of the Board of
Trustees, it is obviously of advantage
to choose an institute of the Max
Planck Society (Germany) rather than
of a German university. This choice
increases the probability for approval

50%

by 17 percentage points. All in all, the
results of the probability calculations
point out that the Board of Trustees
tend to rate particular applicant
groups more highly than others.
To sum up, for applications for
post-doctoral fellowships, we detected
no statistically significant influence
of the variables nationality, gender,
discipline or institutional affiliation.
For doctoral fellowships, we found no
evidence for a nationality bias, but for
a gender, discipline and institutional
bias. This incongruent result reflects
the inconsistent findings in other empirical studies investigating the fairness of peer review. For example,
some studies examining gender bias
in review processes point out that
women scientists are at a disadvantage(23,24). However, a similar number
of studies merely report moderate or
no gender effects(25,26). Sonnert’s(27 p. 47)
experimental study even shows that
women biologists received a better
average evaluation than the men did
(mean rating: 3.67 vs 3.27; p = 0.0496).
One principal problem that a survey of bias studies should take into
account, and that affects bias research
in general, is the lack of experimental
studies in which individuals are randomly assigned to the contexts of interest, e.g. acceptance or rejection of
submitted manuscripts. There are
only very few attempts to study reviewer bias directly, i.e. in the natural
setting of actual referee evaluations.

33%

Peters et al.(28), for instance, examined
in a natural setting referees’ evaluations of submitted manuscripts to
American psychology journals. They
looked for reviewer bias that could be
attributed to their knowledge of the
authors’ institutions or names. As test
materials they selected already published research articles by investigators from prestigious and highly productive American psychology departments. With fictitious names and institutions substituted for the original
ones, the altered manuscripts were
formally resubmitted to the journals
that had originally refereed and published them. Eight of the nine altered
articles were rejected. The bias study
of Peters et al.(28) was however criticized for having violated ethical principles for research with human subjects(6,29-31).
The lack of experimentally derived
findings makes it impossible to establish unambiguously whether work
from a particular group of scientists
receives better reviews (and thus has
a higher approval rate) due to biases
in the review and decision-making
process, or if favourable review and
greater success in the selection
process is simply a consequence of
the scientific merit of the corresponding group of applicants. In other
words: the influence of institution,
discipline and gender upon the
Board’s decisions could in fact be due
to such factors as differences in the
scientific quality of the research projects and/or the laboratories in which
the projects are to be pursued.
Predictive validity of committee
peer review

»Typical« applicant

67%

Max Planck Institute

Female

25%

Chemist

FIG. 1: Predicted probabilities for approval (dark blue segments of the circles) and rejection (light blue
segments of the circles) of an application, taking applicant’s gender, discipline or intended institutional
affiliation into account (in per cent)

• In the third part of our study, we examined the predictive validity of the
selection process of the Foundation,
i.e. whether indeed the »best« young
scientists receive a fellowship. Assessing the predictive validity of decisions requires a generally accepted
criterion for scientific merit. A conventional approach is to use citation
counts as a proxy for research impact,
since they measure the international
impact of the work by individuals or
groups of scientists on others(32 p. 293).
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FIG. 2: Cumulative contribution of articles published by the fellowship holders of the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds to the overall impact

»A highly cited work is one that has
been found to be useful by a relatively large number of people, or in a
relatively large number of experiments«(33 p. 363).
In June 2001, the Foundation asked
all applicants who had been awarded
a fellowship between 1985 and 1995
to send an up-to-date publication list.
This list should comprise all publications since the date of approval of the
fellowship to December 2000. Out of
433 Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds fellows, 225 (52%) sent their list of publications to the Foundation’s secretariat. For each of the 225 fellows, the
secretariat determined whether he or
she worked in academia, i.e. publicly
founded research, or in industry, or
e.g. as a medical doctor, patent attorney or journalist. 141 (63%) of the
225 former scholarship holders had
been working exclusively in academia. 84 (37%) had left academic re**

Of the 141 scholarship holders with an up-to-date publication list, 21
could not be included in the analysis, since the available data was incomplete.
** The ISI journal impact factor is a measure of the frequency with which
the »average article« in a journal has been cited in a particular year. In
2000, the highest impact factor in the ISI journal’s ranking list (considering all indexed journals) was achieved by the Annual Review of Immunology (50.340). In the list, Cell ranked third, Nature tenth and Science thirteenth.

search either immediately after completing their Ph.D. or a couple of years
later. Since it can be assumed that
only scientists working in academia
continuously publish their results(34 p.
91), our bibliometric analyses used
only the publication lists of scientists
who had been working without interruption in academia.
All in all, 2,039 articles from 120
former fellowship holders were included in our analyses*. 98% of the
articles were published in English
and 2% in German or French. The articles were published in 508 different
journals; in 36 journals, ten or more
articles from fellows of the Foundation had appeared (Table 5). According to the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI, Philadelphia, PA,
USA), the impact factors of these
journals in the year 2000 varied between 32.440 (Cell) and 2.461 (Gene)**.
By the end of 2001, the 2,039 articles published between 1988 and
2000 had been cited altogether 82,099
times. The analysis of such a large
number of articles always shows a
highly skewed distribution of citations(35). A large fraction of the citations is concentrated on a small fraction of the publications: the top 10%

of the most frequently cited articles
of the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds
fellows accounted for 52% of the citations (Figure 2). 7% (n = 145) of the
articles were never cited; eight articles were cited more than 500 times.
Due to the skewed distribution, the
mean value of 40 citations (number
of citations divided by the number of
articles) and the median value of 17
citations (roughly half of the articles
receive less and roughly half of them
receive more citations) differ considerably. The citation frequency displays a distribution with a steep left
flank, but a gradual slope on the right.
The distribution can be approximated
very well by the negative binomial
distribution.
How do we know whether the citation rates for the publications of the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds fellows
are high or low? Van Raan(36) (Center
for Science and Technology Studies,
CWTS, Leiden, Netherlands) recommends a worldwide reference indicator for the bibliometric evaluation of
research groups: »Our most important bibliometric indicator, the
›crown indicator‹, is a trend analysis
over a period of, say, eight years, of
the number of citations to the entire
oeuvre of a research group or institute, normalized to an international
field-specific reference value. In this
way, we are able to demonstrate
whether this group or institute is performing below or above, or even far
above the international level of the research field(s) concerned«(36 p. 420). The
»crown indicator« was computed, for
example, as a measure of scientific
impact in an international comparative bibliometric study on the scientific performance of German medical
research carried out by CWTS on behalf of the German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research (BMBF,
Berlin, Germany)(37).
To determine the »crown indicator« for the publications of the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds fellows,
we divided the »mean number of citations for publications from fellowship holders« by the »mean number
of citations of all publications in the
journal sets chosen by the fellowship
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Journal

Journal impact
factor in 2000

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA (PNAS USA)

10.789

103

7.360

95

EMBO Journal

13.999

74

Nature

28.689

60

9.353

59

Cell

32.440

41

Science

23.872

39

Journal of Cell Biology

13.955

36

FEBS Letters

3.440

34

Nucleic Acids Research

5.396

28

Current Biology

8.393

28

Journal of Virology

5.930

26

Journal of Neuroscience

8.502

25

Journal of Molecular Biology

5.388

24

European Journal of Immunology

5.240

22

Molecular and Cellular Biology

9.669

21

Mechanisms of Development

4.154

21

Journal of Immunology

6.834

20

Genes & Development

19.676

20

Journal of Experimental Medicine

15.236

19

Gene

2.461

19

European Journal of Biochemistry

2.852

19

Biochemistry

4.221

19

Journal of Neurochemistry

4.900

17

Journal of Cell Science

5.996

17

Genomics

3.425

14

Pharmacogenetics

4.465

13

Oncogene

6.490

13

15.081

12

4.204

12

13.246

10

Neuroreport

2.696

10

Human Molecular Genetics

9.048

10

European Journal of Neuroscience

3.862

10

Biochemical and Biophysical Research Communications

3.055

10

Journal of Biological Chemistry

Development (Cambridge, England)

Neuron
Infection and Immunity
Trends in Biochemical Sciences

Other journals (altogether 472 different journals, each with less than ten articles)

Number
of articles

1,009

TAB. 5: Journals, in which ten or more articles from fellows of the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds had appeared after approval of their fellowships
(ISI journal impact factor in 2000, n = 2,009. 30 articles published in B.I.F. FUTURA are not included since ISI does not index this journal)
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A
100
92.31

Average citation rates

90

86.72

80
70

62.22

60

55.83

56.42

50

47.87

46.17

45.82

43.12

40

32.96

30
22.92

20

17.93

10

7.94

0
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B
Number of articles

300

262

256

267

282

229
162
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181
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55
12

72

23
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Publication year of articles

FIG. 3: (Top) Mean number of citations of the articles published by the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds fellows by the end of 2000. For example, each

holders«. The quotient enables us to
determine whether the citation impact of the fellowship holders is far
below (indicator value < 0.5), below
(indicator value 0.5 - 0.8), around (0.8
*****

*****

*****

*****

*****

»Multidisciplinary« category includes journals of a broad or general
character in the sciences and covers the spectrum of major scientific
disciplines (e.g. Nature, Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA, Science) (http://www.isinet.com/rsg/esi/).
»Molecular Biology & Genetics« contains e.g. Annual Review of Cell Biology, Cell, Annual Review of Cell and Developmental Biology
(http://www.isinet.com/rsg/esi/).
»Biology & Biochemistry« includes Annual Review of Biochemistry,
Physiological Reviews, Endocrine Reviews
(http://www.isinet.com/rsg/esi/).
Agricultural Sciences; Biology & Biochemistry; Chemistry; Clinical
Medicine; Computer Science; Ecology/Environment; Economics & Business; Engineering; Geosciences; Immunology; Material Sciences; Mathematics; Microbiology; Molecular Biology & Genetics; Multidisciplinary; Neuroscience & Behavior; Pharmacology & Toxicology; Physics,
Plant & Animal Science; Psychology/Psychiatry; Social Sciences, general; Space Science (http://www.isinet.com/rsg/esi/).
A comparison with other journal sets, for example »Clinical Medicine«
or »Microbiology«, shows that the »average« publication in the journal
sets »Multidisciplinary«, »Molecular Biology & Genetics« and »Biology &
Biochemistry« has a much higher mean citation rate.

of the 72 articles published in 1991 was cited on average 92.31 times by the
end of 2001. (Bottom) Number of articles published in the year indicated

- 1.2), above (1.2 - 1.5), or far above
(> 1.5) the international (western worlddominated) citation impact baseline
for the chosen journal sets. With ratio
values above 1.5, the probability of
identifying very good to excellent researchers is very high(38).
Figure 3 (top) shows the mean number of citations of the articles published by the Boehringer Ingelheim
Fonds fellows by the end of 2001. For
example, each of the 72 articles published in 1991 was cited on average
92.31 times by the end of 2001, and
each of the 282 articles published in
2000 was cited on average 7.94 times
by the end of 2001. To calculate the
»crown indicators«, we used the ISI
journal sets »Multidisciplinary«*,
»Molecular Biology & Genetics«** and
»Biology & Biochemistry«***. Out of
the 22 ISI journal sets**** we chose

»Molecular Biology & Genetics« and
»Biology & Biochemistry« as reference sets, since 77% of the former
scholarship holders are biologists
(61%) or biochemists (16%). Moreover, about a third of the research
projects were in the field of molecular
biology. In addition, we included the
journal set »Multidisciplinary«, since
a large number of papers from Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds fellows were
published in the Proceedings of the
National Academy of Sciences USA,
Science and Nature (Table 5, p. 13)*****
which ISI sorted into this journal set.
Table 6 (p. 17) lists the »crown indicators« of the publications classified
according to journal set and year of
publication. The values show that the
papers of the fellowship holders were
on average significantly more frequently cited than the »average« pub-
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lication in one of the three journals
sets: 21 of the 30 »crown indicators«,
shown in table 6, are above 1.5 (between 1.52 and 4.01) and seven are
between 1.2 and 1.5*. Only two values
(0.96 and 1.02) are in the range which
van Raan(38) denotes as »average«. In
the light of the mean citation rate
achieved by the articles of the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds fellows, the
decisions of the Foundation’s Board
have a high predictive validity. Similar results were reported for the decisions of the editors of the Journal of
Clinical Investigation(39), British Medical Journal(40) and Angewandte Chemie(41): »Based on mean citation rates
for accepted manuscripts and rejected
manuscripts that were nevertheless
published elsewhere, editorial decisions in all the existing studies reflect
a high degree of predictive validity«(41
p. 56). In addition, Chapman et al.(42) reported similar findings for quality
ratings of graduate fellows funded by
the National Science Foundation.
This high predictive validity of the
selection process of the Boehringer
Ingelheim Fonds is further substantiated by a second validity criterion:
only 2% of the research fellowship
holders, who applied for a doctoral
fellowship between 1985 and 2000,
returned the award while the other
98% successfully finished their research project and submitted their
doctoral thesis. By comparison, the
Wellcome Trust (London, UK)(43), another renowned biomedical research
charity, reports that 8% of their research fellowship holders did not
complete a Ph.D.
Proposals for optimizing
committee peer review

• All in all, the results show that the
selection process of the Boehringer
Ingelheim Fonds is highly valid, that
is to say, it achieves its objective to select the best young scientists. However, our study found some evidence
that three potential sources of bias

*

The average citation rates of articles published by the fellows between
1988 und 1990, are not listed in table 6, since ISI does no longer provide
the corresponding average citation rates for papers published in these
years.

(gender, discipline and institutional
affiliation) may influence the decisions of the Board of Trustees. It will
presumably never be possible to eliminate all doubts regarding the fairness
of the reviewing process. For this reason, it would surely be prudent to
consider the following four proposals
for optimizing committee peer review. The proposed measures are
feedback, internal monitoring, programme manager and triage or prescreening. However, we do not recommend one frequently mentioned
measure: the implementation of a
system of quotas for certain groups of
applicants. The Stereotype Threat
Model(44) suggests that when people
belonging to minority groups perform a difficult task in an area in
which their group is considered weak,
they are scared of confirming the
stereotype. This psychological pressure will lead them to under-perform(45). In the peer review process,
certain groups of applicants might
consider quotas as a »signal« that the
funding agency expects lower scientific performance. Stereotypes could
be activated in applicants, leading to
applications of lower quality.
Feedback

• Many studies point out that applicants would welcome a detailed, wellfounded feedback about the assessment of their application(15,46). Albeit,
the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds, like
many other funding organizations,
does not give detailed feedback to applicants. It simply informs applicants
briefly about approval or rejection.
According to Lock(40), the reason for
not providing feedback is simply that
it would involve too much time, energy and money. Financial resources
should be used for promotion of research and not for the selection
process. However, Klahr(13) emphasizes the need for feedback, since
many funding agencies – due to a limited budget and an increasing number of applications – must reject applications with favourable ratings.
Basically, there are two possibilities
for including feedback in the peer review system. The first is to allow an

applicant to rebut the reviewers’ comments before the final decision about
approval and rejection. »If the applicant discovers that a mistake was
made in the evaluation, fairness demands that he or she have an opportunity to correct the error and to rebut the decision not to fund before
the final funding decision is made«(47
p. 65). The Royal National Institute for
the Blind (London, UK), for example,
send reviewers’ statements to the applicant for comment. »This approach
allows the applicant to identify factual errors, prioritise criticisms, and
highlight what is unique about his or
her application. This additional layer
of discussion facilitates the working
of the committee, which inevitably
does not have the specific expertise
required to appraise disparate external reviews. As a consequence, we
have funded projects that, without
this mechanism, would have been rejected, and without the delay incurred
by an appeal«(48 p. 1063).
The second possibility is to inform
applicants on the reasons for approval and rejection after the final decision, as practiced by, for example,
the National Endowments for the
Arts and Humanities (NEA, now National Endowment for the Arts, Washington, DC, USA): »NEA encourages
rejected applicants to contact the program specialists to their project for
explanations and suggestions for future applications. A summary of the
relevant panel’s deliberations is available to any applicant that requests
one«(47 p. 67).
In recent years, a number of funding agencies have included feedback
into the assessment process, and information is available as to whether
the proposed measures have proved
useful. In a postal survey, Moxham et
al.(49) questioned applicants, successful and unsuccessful, on receiving
feedback from the Wellcome Trust.
The results show that over 80%
found the feedback helpful. »Most interesting were the reasons given as to
why this was so. Most commonly,
feedback helped improve subsequent
presentations [accentuation of the author] of proposals (82%) whilst fewer
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claimed it helped to correct errors of
thinking (24%) or reoriented their approach to research (11%) […]. The reviewers were also enthusiastic about
providing feedback; 71% were fully
supportive of the idea and 98% were
supportive on balance. 83% were not
worried that their reports might be
seen by applicants«(49 p. 12). According
to Smith(50 p. 691), feedback in the selection process of the National Institutes
of Health (NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA)
also improved the reviews and »comments on grants are now more detailed and careful and the whole
process much more educational«. For
the Association of Medical Research
Charities (London, UK)(51), feedback
helps to raise the standards of applications and the quality of the science.
»Feedback also contributes towards
openness and accountability of the
peer review system and it is important that reviewers are honest and
fair in their comments«(51 p. 14). However, none of the studies published so
far examined whether feedback actually did improve subsequent applications.
Internal monitoring

• The peer review process should be
both monitored and examined to ensure that the funding agency’s objectives are met. It is therefore important that agencies have access to comprehensive and reliable management
information systems(52). Equipped
with these systems, agencies can
more easily and continuously monitor the extent to which fairness and
reliability are achieved. However,
agencies should not only monitor the
selection process itself, but also the
success of the process. On the basis of
the internal monitoring, funding
agencies should develop, for example,
guidelines for reviewers, »that warn
of potential biases and suggest that
reviewers try to avoid them. This may
appear too simplistic, but it is a costeffective strategy that could result in
the significant reduction of unfair biases«(53 p. 167).
In its efforts to assess whether its
research funds have been invested
»wisely«, the Wellcome Trust has es-

tablished a Research Outputs Database (ROD)(52 p. 45). ROD was started by
the Wellcome Trust in 1993 and is
now operated by the City University
London (UK) on contract from the
Wellcome Trust. The database provides quantitative data on the published output of researchers, and links
this output to the sources of research
funds(54 p. 4).
Programme manager

• In the review process of journals,
editors make the final decision about
acceptance or rejection of manuscripts on the basis of referees’ recommendations. »Where possible,
peers should not make the final decisions but should advise the decision
makers, who can filter peer self-interest from peers’ recommendations. As
a fractious horse is only as good as its
rider, peer review is only as good as
the program managers … who use it,
but these people are visible and can
be called to account for their decisions«(55 p. 40). The programme manager should choose the appropriate
reviewers for the received application
and should calibrate their recommendations. An application sent to equally
eminent reviewers may well result in
quite different reports despite mutual
agreement with respect to the quality
of the application. It is important to
understand that the first reviewer
rates the most brilliant proposal as
only »very good« while the second reviewer with the same quality judgement will be off scale with praise. The
assignment of a »program officer
may be the single most important
step in obtaining the most knowledgeable and fair review«(52 p. 145).
In recent years, some research
funding agencies have adopted this
procedure. In the selection process of
the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC,
Swindon, UK), for example, the programme manager is responsible »to
the Chief Executive for meeting the
objectives of his/her programme. On
receiving the panel’s advice, the programme manager constructs a list of
successful proposals on the basis of:
(i) the money made available by the

EPSRC Council, (ii) the rank ordering
produced by the panel, and (iii) the
guidance of the panel chairman (particularly in borderline cases). The controversial point is the role of the
programme managers who, despite
having no direct involvement in the
making of value judgements about
the scientific quality of proposals, are
seen as potentially exercising undue
influence over the process as a
whole«(56 p. 7). In the selection process
of the National Endowment for the
Humanities (NEH, Washington, DC,
USA), a programme officer corrects
panelists who substitute reputation
for merit(52 p. 102). Even if the EPSRC
and the NEH have operated with a
programme manager over a long
period, information on the extent to
which the programme manager in
fact improves the fairness of the selection process are not available.
Triage and pre-screening

• If funding agencies like the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds have a
high rejection rate in the review
process, reviewers spend much unpaid time evaluating applications that
will be unsuccessful. According to
Gavaghan(57), frustration among reviewers and problems in recruiting
them in the first place may be the
consequence. Therefore, a form of
triage seems desirable in the selection
process »in which not all grants receive the full process and deliberations of the full committee, but are rejected at an earlier stage«(10 p. 32). The
goal is to allow peer reviewers to
spend more time on top proposals
and less effort reviewing – and re-reviewing – grants that are unlikely
ever to get funded and to make reviewing a more satisfying experience«(58 pp. 1212-1213). According to Marshall(58 p. 1213), applicants who are rejected using triage get the message
»that this is not an application that
can be moved into the fundable category simply by responding to a series
of complaints«.
Triage has been used at the NIH
since 1988, after a pilot study of reviewers had suggested that they are
in favour of triage(58). The study of
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Vener et al.(59 p. 1312) with empirical
data from the National Cancer Institute (NCI, Bethesda, MD, USA) shows
that »the conservative model [of the
NIH] is valid such that the likelihood
of eliminating a highly competitive
application from consideration for
funding is remotely small. With the
model, the process of triage is fair to
applicants on the one hand and is also
effective in reducing consultant
workloads on the other.«
Some funding agencies have been
using a two-step procedure (prescreening) for several years: »The

Year of Publication

Wellcome Trust uses an abbreviated
form for pre-screening by peers of potential applicants for a number of its
fellowship schemes; only the stronger
applicants are invited subsequently to
submit full proposals. The Medical
Research Council (MRC) has a similar
screen for programme grants. The
Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC),
however, prefers not to use outline
proposals for pre-screening for quality (as opposed to eligibility), because
they may contain insufficient information for peer review and because

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

they might encourage larger numbers
of speculative proposals, thus defeating the object of diminishing the burden on the peer review system«(56 p. 5).
The review process of the Human
Frontier Science Program (HFSP,
Strasbourg, France) has been modified into a two-step procedure consisting of a letter of intent phase and
the review of invited full applications.
»This two-step process enables the review committees to identify those applications that will be likely to succeed and greatly reduces the amount
of work by applicants«(60). The Swiss

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

Set of »Multidisciplinary« journals

Mean of citations for the publications of fellowship 92.31 86.72 47.87 43.12 55.83 46.17 45.82 32.96 17.93 7.94
holders from the year of publication to 2001
(n=72)1 (n=106) (n=132) (n=162) (n=181) (n=229) (n=262) (n=256) (n=267) (n=282)
Baseline2 for the journal set

50.00

47.31

49.86

42.17

44.40

36.71

31.09

21.67

14.75

6.33

Crown indicator
(mean of citations divided by baseline)

1.85

1.83

0.96

1.02

1.26

1.26

1.47

1.52

1.22

1.25

Set of »Molecular Biology & Genetics« journals

Mean of citations for the publications of fellowship 92.31 86.72 47.87 43.12 55.83 46.17 45.82 32.96 17.93 7.94
holders from the year of publication to 2001
(n=72)1 (n=106) (n=132) (n=162) (n=181) (n=229) (n=262) (n=256) (n=267) (n=282)
Baseline2 for the journal set

40.16

38.22

36.83

32.63

28.09

23.33

20.27

15.65

10.54

4.55

Crown indicator
(mean of citations divided by baseline)

2.30

2.27

1.30

1.32

1.99

1.98

2.26

2.11

1.70

1.75

Set of »Biology & Biochemistry« journals

Mean of citations for the publications of fellowship 92.31 86.72 47.87 43.12 55.83 46.17 45.82 32.96 17.93 7.94
holders from the year of publication to 2001
(n=72)1 (n=106) (n=132) (n=162) (n=181) (n=229) (n=262) (n=256) (n=267) (n=282)
Baseline2 for the journal set

23.04

22.30

20.79

19.24

16.44

13.89

11.85

8.88

5.77

2.56

Crown indicator
(mean of citations divided by baseline)

4.01

3.89

2.30

2.24

3.40

3.32

3.87

3.71

3.11

3.10

TAB. 6: Average citation rates of papers published by fellowship holders
of the Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds compared to mean citation rates of
publications in the journal sets »Multidisciplinary«, »Molecular Biology &
Genetics« and »Biology & Biochemistry« by publication year (1991-2000).
( 1n = number of publications; 2baselines are measures of cumulative

citation frequencies across all papers published by a journal set: an
average of 50.00 for the journal set »Multidisciplinary« in 1991 means
that, on average, papers in »Multidisciplinary« journals were cited 50.00
times from 1991 to the end of 2001)
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National Science Foundation (SNF,
Bern, Switzerland) has been using a
similar two-step selection process
since 1999(61 pp. 181-183).
Conclusion

• In the first comprehensive study on
committee peer review for the selection of doctoral (Ph.D.) and post-doctoral research fellowships, we
analysed the selection process of the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds with regard to its reliability, fairness and predictive validity (n = 2,697). The most
important aspect was to test the predictive validity, i.e. whether the Foundation achieves its aim to select the
best young scientists. Our bibliometric analysis showed that this is indeed
the case and that the selection process
is thus highly valid.
In the analysis of reliability, the degree of agreement between reviewers
was determined. In 76% of the cases,
the decision whether to award a
scholarship or not was characterized
by agreement. With regard to fairness, we analysed whether potential
sources of bias, i.e. gender, nationality, discipline, and institutional affiliation, could have influenced the decisions. For post-doctoral fellowships,
no statistically significant influence
of any of these variables could be observed. In applications for a doctoral
fellowship, evidence of a gender, discipline and institutional bias, but not
of a nationality bias, was found. We
therefore present four proposals for
optimizing committee peer review
which could improve the fairness of
the process (feedback, internal monitoring, programme manager as well
as triage or pre-screening).
A number of research funding
agencies have already implemented
some of these proposals into their review process. In addition, information on the degree to which some of
the proposed measures have proved
useful are available. An internal monitoring system and a form of triage or
pre-selection could be included into
the selection process of foundations
at no great expense. In view of the
technical possibilities of modern
management information systems,

continuous analysis of electronically
available archive data and computeraided supervision of the selection
process is nowadays indispensable. A
triage or pre-selection in the selection
process of applicants should be introduced, since we can assume that the
number of applicants for scholarships
will continue to rise in the years to
come. In particular, since the Wissenschaftsrat (German Scientific Council,
Köln, Germany)(62 p. 76) considers scholarships to be a better instrument for
supporting Ph.D. students than regular employment at a university.
Medium-term, the Wissenschaftsrat
recommends to increase the number
of Ph.D. students sponsored by scholarships.
Feedback to applicants after the selection process can only be realized
with substantial additional financial
resources. By means of feedback during the selection process, however,
this optimization could be achieved at
little additional financial cost. If, for
example, the Foundation made the external expert reports for review of
mistakes and for comments accessible
to applicants, the Board of Trustees
could take these comments into consideration during the selection process.
A programme manager could be
employed only at great financial expense to the Foundation. Even though
a programme manager can be an important corrective of expert recommendations, like the editor of scientific journals, the question is whether
the benefit to the selection process
justifies such high costs. We therefore
suggest that a programme manager
should only be considered if and
when the internal monitoring system
indicates biases in the selection
process that cannot be eliminated by
notices or guidelines for the experts
or trustees.
Our bibliometric analysis showed
that the selection process of the
Boehringer Ingelheim Fonds is highly
valid. Additional studies could further substantiate the validity of the
Foundation’s selection process by
analysing other success criteria, such
as the applicants’ professional career(42,43) or by statistics on third-party

funds and patents(63) of former scholarship holders. This would also provide information on the interrelation
between different indicators of success.
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